Private Property, Regulation, and
Shorebird Habitat on Fort Myers Beach

Discussion Outline
• Background: Conflict among property owners
and regulators over nesting shorebirds at
Carols Pointe
• Purpose of Practicum: Goals and objectives
• Process: Using NRLI skills to facilitate a
resolution
• Progress so far
• Results so far
• Next Steps

Background: Shorebirds at
Carlos Pointe
• Snowy Plovers and
Least Terns are
protected at the
state level
• Heavily groomed
beach + proximity to
major food source=
perfect nesting
habitat

Carlos Pointe

Background: Shorebirds at Carlos Pointe
Property owners want to rake;
obtain DEP permit
• Raking attracts the birds
• FWC and the town of Ft. Myers
Beach rope off birds so property
owners can’t rake while they
nest
• Vegetation grows up because
there’s no raking
• DEP prohibits further raking
because now there is vegetation
• (Shorebirds don’t come back
next year because of vegetation)
•

Background: Shorebirds at
Carlos Pointe
• After much negotiation, an eleventh-hour deal is struck.
• A permit is issued, but property owners have become
disenfranchised
• They state they will not cooperate to allow posting of nests
in 2010
• For the 2010 nesting
season, DEP again shows
reluctance to issue a permit,
and property owners
withhold permission to post
until mid April, when the fist
nest is laid.
First Nest, April 8, 2010

Stakeholder Matrix
Stakeholders
FWC

DEP

Beach Condo
Owners

Positions

Interests (List 6-10)

We wish to balance the
needs of state and
federally protected
species with the needs
of property owners
and other
stakeholders.

It is our statutory
obligation to issue and
regulate permits for
beach grooming. If an
application for a
permit meets statutory
requirements (which
make no reference to
shorebirds or their
habitat), we must
authorize it.



The presence of
shorebirds on our
property should not
hinder our ability to
get a beach raking
permit from DEP.











We wish to ensure that
activities conducted on
the local level do not
contravene any
federal, state or local
laws, while also

Relationship to other
stakeholders

Ensuring that state and federally protected species are not negatively
impacted by activities conducted or permitted on beaches. (sub)
Upholding the law (pro)
Not being perceived by stakeholders to be a heavy-handed regulatory
entity (pro)
Any compromises reached are scientifically sound/viable (psy)
Good science is not ignored in the face of politics (psy)
Any solutions reaches are not expensive for the agency (pro)

Technically, as a regulatory
agency, FWC has considerable
power to intervene.
However, that is not the role
this agency typically takes on
(both because FWC lacks
enforcement capacity and
because they try to take a
more cooperative approach
with stakeholders.



Ability to permit (or not permit) without being second-guessed by
other stakeholders (sub)
Having permitted decisions be respected by permittees/other
entities (psy)
Having any solutions reached be enforceable (pro)
Ensuring that any solutions reached fall within the realm of their
statutory authority (pro)
Protection from legal action (pro)
Not admitting culpability by permitting activities that might be
violating state or federal law (pro)

DEP has the authority to deny
permits but typically does not
exert it, because it feels that it
does not have the grounds.
They also have considerable
ability to negotiate alternative
solutions, but are usually slow
to do so out of an
overabundance of caution.














County/
Municipal
Government:

Power to influence
situation

The aesthetic quality of the beach in front of their property (sub)
The right to be able to groom/manage the beach as they see fit (sub)
Limits to the bureaucracy/permitting burden that they have to face
(pro)
To some degree, having their “resident birds” and getting to watch
the hatchlings grow up and fledge (psy)
Having their needs/desires be heard and respected (psy)
Not getting penalized when they try to comply but end up being
unable to (pro)

Any solutions reached will be within their ability to enforce (pro)
State gov’t doesn’t heap all the responsibility for problem solving on
local gov’t. (pro/psy)
Local, state and federal laws are all upheld (sub)
Residents continue to have a positive relationship with local gov’t.
agents (psy)

This group has no regulatory
power, but they are very vocal
and are usually private
property rights advocates.
They can certainly make life
difficult for their local
government authorities. In
addition, if they threaten to
sue DEP, they have the power
to bring the entire issue to a
standstill.
Local governments have some
local regulatory and
enforcement capability, but I
am uncertain how far that
goes or what it would mean
for negotiations. (Need to do










FWC/DEP- long history with a
mixed record of successful
partnering, depending on the
issue.
FWC/Audubon- have been
“playing ball” together for a long
time. Audubon is largely
supportive of FWC but often feels
they do not go far enough in
enforcing their constitutional
mandate.
DEP/FWC- see above
DEP/Local Gov’t.- DEP’s field
officers often work with local
gov’t. officials and largely have
positive relations. However many
local gov’ts are highly mistrustful
of DEP “up in Tallahassee.”
DEP/condo owners- pretty much
the same situation as with local
gov’t.
DEP/Audubon- much the same as
that between FWC and Audubon.
Condo owners/ local gov’t.relationship unknown (probably
different in different
cities/counties)
Condo owners/DEP- see above
Other relationships?

Local Gov’t./DEP/FWC- see above
Local access groups/local green
groups- see above
I basically don’t know much at all
about the local government stake
in this issue and will have to

Practicum Goal: Long-term solution
to the conflict between property
owners, birds, and regulators
Objectives:
• Improve relations between property owners and regulatory entities
– DEP
– FWC
– Town of Ft. Myers Beach
• Re-start negotiations between all parties
• Reach agreement between parties on a mechanism or long-term
resolution that addresses regulatory concerns, protects birds, and
protects property owners investment in their beach

Process: NRLI Skills and Tools
Used
• Stakeholder analysis of
interests versus positions
• Negotiation
• Listening
• Understanding Group Dynamics
– The “groan zone”

• Multi-stakeholder Process
Design
– Including process agendas that
cover multiple events

• Facilitating Effective Group
Decision-making
– Team building exercises
– Brainstorming
– SWOT analyses

Relationship
Problems

Values
Differences

Negative history;
strong emotions; lack
of communication

Private Property
Rights vs. Species
Protection vs.
Regulation

Data
Problems
Property Owners need
info on their legal rights

Structural
Problems
DEP only communicates with
permit applicant; lack of
flexibility in permitting
guidelines; DEP regulates
habitat while FWC regulates
wildlife

Interests
Substantive

Process: Anticipated Steps and
Timeline
JanuaryFebruary:
One-on-one
meetings
with reps
from FWC,
DEP,
Property
Owners,
Town of
FMB.

March-May: Compile
results of meetings
into an issues
briefing, attempt to
address stakeholder
barriers to
negotiations

June-September:
Schedule workshops for
negotiating to a longterm solution (bearing in
mind that birds begin
nesting in early April)

Progress So Far: One-on-One
Meetings
• Conducted Three
Meetings with a Focus
Group- like approach
– One for FMB property owners,
beach raker, and town Staff;
one for DEP staff; one for FWC
staff
– Meetings conducted in a
comfortable setting for each
group
– List of questions and
conversation topics prepared
– Explained my objectives and
role in advance
– Strong focus on Active
Listening, and repeating back
to ensure participants that their
concerns were being heard

• Compiled Results
– Using information gathered,
outlined stakeholder interests
and clarified sources of conflict
– Got a freebie! FMB had already
compiled a white paper
– Was able to identify some steps
that would improve stakeholder
trust
• FWC Legal Document

– Got a jump on Next Steps: DEP
proposed a solution in the form
of an Area Wide Permit

Progress So Far: Area Wide Permit
• In Workshop, DEP suggested
Area Wide Permit
– Not frequently used as a regulatory
tool
– Great flexibility for wording of permit
conditions
– 5-year duration would go a long way
to addressing property owner
concerns
– Agreed to work closely with FWC and
Town of FMB to customize permit
– No mechanism for addressing
management of the CWA

Progress So Far: Hurdles and Changes of
Direction
• Area Wide Permit is a medium term, not long term,
solution
• Stakeholders shift focus away from negotiations and
towards issuing permit before birds start nesting
• DEP unwilling to enter direct negotiations with property
owners
• Keith breaks his hand!

Results So Far
• DEP, FWC, and FMB work
closely together on permit
conditions; permit is issued
just in time for nesting
• Positive Press: two articles in
the paper
• Shorebirds begin nesting in
April!
– First SNPL nest laid on April 1
– Three additional pairs of SNPL
ready to nest
– Least terns already returning to
the area

• Property owners so far willing
to allow posting of nesting
sites for 2011 and the next
five years

Next Steps in the Process
• Long term resolution is still needed; possible
solution lies in nearby CWA?
• Property owners still mistrust government; that will
improve with time, continued open communication
and more facilitated discussions
• DEP still unwilling to work directly with property
owners; prefer to go through the Town; the goal is
to gradually shift this attitude through open
communication, good facilitation, and proof of
results

AnyAny Questions?
Questions
?
Kat Diersen
Habitat Conservation Planner
Florida Fish and Wildlife
Conservation Commission
(850) 410-0656, ex. 17323
Katherine.Diersen@myfwc.com

